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Indian government website - INDIAai 

 
AI to help preserve Ajanta Cave Paintings - INDIAai 

https://indiaai.gov.in/news/ai-to-help-preserve-ajanta-cave-paintings 

15/04/2021 · The world-famous ancient caves will get AI to help digitally preserve the paintings so that they 
are safe from disasters. The Ajanta Caves in Aurangabad, Maharashtra, a UNESCO Heritage Site, are a 
treasure trove of wondrous paintings and sculptures, considered masterpieces of Buddhist religious art, 
from the 2nd and 1st centuries B.C. 

 
 

Hindustan Times 
 

Preserving world-famous Ajanta Cave paintings using AI | … 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/lifestyle/art-culture/preserving-world... 

Preserving world-famous Ajanta Cave paintings using AI Artificial intelligence has now come to the aid of 
digitally preserving the world-famous, 2nd Century BC Ajanta cave paintings, so that they... 

 
 

ANI 
 

Preserving world-famous Ajanta Cave paintings using AI 

https://www.aninews.in/news/lifestyle/culture/preserving-world-famous... 

08/04/2021 · New Delhi [India], April 8 (ANI): In an initiative that is unique in every sense of the word, 
artificial intelligence (AI) has now come to the aid of digitally preserving the world-famous, 2nd... 
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Yahoo 
 

Preserving world-famous Ajanta Cave paintings using AI 

https://in.style.yahoo.com/preserving-world-famous-ajanta-cave-080959063.htm 

08/04/2021 · New Delhi [India], April 8 (ANI): In an initiative that is unique in every sense of the 
word, artificial intelligence (AI) has now come to the aid of digitally preserving the world-famous, 2nd... 

 
A Forgotten Tradition of Art | Heritage Restoration Division 

https://www.youtube.com › watch 
 
 

 

 

 
Revealing image of the earliest surviving painting of the Hindu tradition.The image will be released before ... 

29-May-2021 · Uploaded by Sapio Analytics 

 

 
Mayank Chhaya with Vedan Choolun & Ashwin Srivastav on ... - … 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbFOFivCENY 
 

 

 
26/04/2021 · Mayank Chhaya in conversation with Vedan Choolun & Ashwin Srivastav on digital restoration 
of India's world-famous Ajanta Cave muralsVedan Choolun, the Lond. Author: SouthAsiaMonitor 
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Deccan Herald 

 

Earliest surviving Hindu painting from Badami restored | Deccan … 

https://www.deccanherald.com/national/earliest-surviving-hindu... 
By Mrityunjay Bose, DHNS 
One of the earliest surviving paintings in a Hindu temple – from the world-famous Badami Cave Temples – 
has been photographed, digitally restored and formally unveiled to a global 

 
Earliest surviving Hindu painting from Badami restored - Deccan … 

https://m.dailyhunt.in/news/india/english/deccan+herald-epaper-deccan/... 

Mrityunjay Bose, One of the earliest surviving paintings in a Hindu temple - from the world-famous Badami 
Cave Temples - has been photographed, digitally restored and formally unveiled to a global audience. The 
Badami Cave Temples complex of Hindu and Jain cave temples located in Badami, a town in the Bagalkot 
district in northern Karnataka, is a UNESCO-designated World Heritage Site. The … 

 
South Asia Monitor 

Earliest-surviving Hindu painting - digitally restored and unveiled … 

https://www.southasiamonitor.org/societyculture/earliest-surviving... 

By Azera Parveen Rahman 

A historical milestone was achieved when the digitally restored image of the earliest surviving Hindu 
painting from the 6th century was unveiled for the world to see. By Azera Parveen Rahman May 29, 2021. 
Image. A historical milestone was achieved when the digitally restored image of the earliest surviving Hindu 
painting from the 6th century was unveiled for the world to see. This … 

 
 
 
 

 
From darkness unto light 

 

On May 28, during an online event hosted by Sapio Analytics, Behl took participants on a virtual tour of six 

paintings that he has digitally restored. 

By Sanath Prasad Express News Service 
 

https://www.newindianexpress.com/cities/bengaluru/2021/may/31/from-darkness-unto-light- 

2309613.html 
 
 
 

Earliest surviving painting in a Hindu temple - Life and More 

https://lifeandmore.in › special-stories › earliest-survivi... 
 

Life&More; The earliest surviving Hindu paintings were found in a cave of the 6th century at Badami, in 

Karnataka. .... “The descriptions of the Badami paintings in the 1950s… 
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Title: Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai 

Agency: IANS 

 

 
Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai - The … 

https://www.thestatesman.com/features/earliest-surviving-hindu... 

1 hour ago · In an epochal event marking the revelation of the lost traditions of ancient Indian art, 
the earliest surviving Hindu painting, photographed and digitally restored by Benoy K. Behl, was unveiled .. 

 

 
Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai - Weekly Voice 

https://www.weeklyvoice.com/earliest-surviving-hindu-painting-unveiled... 

In an epochal event marking the revelation of the lost traditions of ancient Indian art, the earliest surviving 
Hindu painting, photographed and digitally restored by Benoy K. Behl, was unveiled before a global 
audience here, the organisers said here on Saturday. Behl enlightened top international dignitaries including 
over two dozen global ambassadors, historians and experts, […] 

 
Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai | Indian Link 

https://www.indianlink.com.au/arts/visual-arts/earliest-surviving-hindu-painting... 

The earliest surviving Hindu painting has been digitally restored by BenoyBehl and will be seen in 
exhibitions starting next year. 

 

 
Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai : The Tribune … 

https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/schools/earliest-surviving-hindu... 

Mumbai, May 29 In an epochal event marking the revelation of the lost traditions of ancient Indian art, 
the earliest surviving Hindu painting, photographed and digitally restored by Benoy K. Behl, wa 

 

 
Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai - … 

https://www.daijiworld.com/news/newsDisplay?newsID=838214 

Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai Sat, May 29 2021 08:53:17 PM Mumbai, May 29 
(IANS): In an epochal event marking the revelation of the lost traditions of ancient Indian art, the earliest 
surviving Hindu painting, photographed and digitally restored by Benoy K. Behl, was unveiled before a 
global audience here, the organisers said here on Saturday. 

 
 

The Oldest Surviving Hindu Painting Displayed In Mumbai ... 

https://www.newsgram.com › the-oldest-surviving-hind... 
 

In an epochal event marking the revelation of the lost traditions of ancient Indian art, the earliest surviving 

Hindu painting, photographed and ... 
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Earliest Surviving Hindu Painting Unveiled In Mumbai 

https://www.thehawk.in › category › art-architecture › e... 
 

Mumbai: In an epochal event marking the revelation of the lost traditions of ancient Indian art, the earliest 

surviving Hindu painting, ... 

 
 
 

Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai 

https://www.magzter.com/news/994/2512/052021/0l1d3 

Photo Credit: IANS. IANSLive. Mumbai, May 29 (IANS) In an epochal event marking the revelation of the lost 
traditions of ancient Indian art, the earliest surviving Hindu painting, photographed and digitally restored 

by Benoy K. Behl, was unveiled before a global audience here, the organisers said here on Saturday. 

 
This is the ‘earliest surviving Hindu painting’ – आवा रा मा सा फिार 

https://awaramusafir.com/this-is-the-earliest-surviving-hindu-painting 

In a historical event marking the revelation of the lost tradition of ancient Indian art and the earliest 
surviving painting from the Hindu tradition (photographed and digitally restored by Benoy K Behl), 
dignitaries from across the world came together to celebrate the power of Indian culture 

 
Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai 

https://latestnews.fresherslive.com/articles/earliest-surviving-hindu-painting... 

Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai In an epochal event marking the revelation of the lost 

traditions of ancient Indian art, the earliest surviving Hindu painting, photographed 

 
 

Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai - Bhaskar … 

https://www.bhaskarlive.in/earliest-surviving-hindu-painting-unveiled-in-mumbai 

Mumbai, May 29 | In an epochal event marking the revelation of the lost traditions of ancient Indian art, 

the earliest surviving Hindu painting, photographed and digitally restored by Benoy K. Behl, was unveiled 
before a global audience here, the organisers said here on Saturday. Behl enlightened top international 

dignitaries including over two dozen global […] 

 
Earliest Surviving Hindu Painting Unveiled In Mumbai | Nation 

https://ommcomnews.com/india-news/earliest-surviving-hindu-painting... 

Mumbai: In an epochal event marking the revelation of the lost traditions of ancient Indian art, the earliest 
surviving Hindu painting, photographed and 
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Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai-Andhravilas 

www.andhravilas.net/en/Earliest-surviving-Hindu-painting-unveiled-in-Mumbai 

Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai Mumbai, May 29 - In an epochal event marking the 
revelation of the lost traditions of ancient Indian art, the earliest surviving Hindu painting, photographed 
and digitally restored by Benoy K. Behl, was unveiled before a global audience here, the organisers said here 
on Saturday. 

 

 
Earliest Surviving Hindu Paintings Reveal New History of Indian Art ... 

https://www.pr.com/press-release/834383 

Earliest Surviving Hindu Paintings Reveal New History of Indian Art 30 years ago, Ajanta Caves was revealed 
to the world through the power of its paintings. Through extensive research and... 

 
Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai - India News … 

https://www.indianewsstream.com/earliest-surviving-hindu-painting... 

29/05/2021 · Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai May 29 Mumbai: In an epochal event 
marking the revelation of the lost traditions of ancient Indian art, the earliest surviving Hindu painting, 
photographed and digitally restored by Benoy K. Behl, was unveiled before a global audience here, the 
organisers said here on Saturday. 

 
Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai 

https://www.yuvnews.com/50353/earliest-surviving-hindu-painting... 

Mumbai, In an epochal event marking the revelation of the lost traditions of ancient Indian art, the earliest 
surviving Hindu painting, photographed and digitally restored by Benoy K. Behl, was unveiled before a 
global audience here, the organisers said here on Saturday. Behl enlightened top international dignitaries 
including over two dozen global ambassadors, historians and experts, the significance of the Badami … 

 
Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai-Andhravilas 

www.andhravilas.net/en/Earliest-surviving-Hindu-painting-unveiled-in-Mumbai 

Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai Mumbai, May 29 - In an epochal event marking the 
revelation of the lost traditions of ancient Indian art, the earliest surviving Hindu painting, photographed 

 

 
Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai - World … 

https://www.worldmalayaleevoice.com/earliest-surviving-hindu-painting... 
29/05/2021 · 

 

 
Earliest Surviving Hindu Painting Revealed - eSamskriti 

https://www.esamskriti.com/e/Culture/Indian-Art/Earliest-Surviving... 

Queen & Attendants, Earliest-Surviving Hindu Painting, Cave 3, Badami, 6th century CE. Descriptions of the 
Badami paintings in the 1950s included much painting which was lost by the time Behl reached there to 
photograph in 2001. 
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Earliest surviving Hindu painting unveiled in Mumbai - Social ... 

https://www.socialnews.xyz › General › Art 
 

Mumbai, May 29 (SocialNews.XYZ) In an epochal event marking the revelation of the lost traditions of 

ancient Indian art, the earliest surviving .. 

 
Title: Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition 

Agency: IANS 

Key digitally restored painting spotlights India’s ancient tradition 

https://www.canindia.com/key-digitally-restored-painting-spotlights... 

Key digitally restored painting spotlights India’s ancient tradition ... Surviving 
Hindu Painting & Tradition of Ancient Indian Painting’, which too will be preserved in AWA. ..... India as the 

... 

 
Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition 

https://www.sify.com/news/key-digitally-restored-painting-spotlights... 

Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition; Key digitally restored painting spotlights 
India's ancient tradition ... The digital restoration of "Queen and Attendants" is ... 

 
Key digitally restored painting spotlights Indias ancient tradition ... 

https://www.newkerala.com/news/2021/74251.htm 

Renowned art historian, photographer and filmmaker, Benoy K. Behl, has unveiled one of the earliest 
surviving paintings that he clicked in a Hindu temple, spotlighting Indias lesser-known art ... 

 
Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition 

https://www.adsdesi.com/Key-digitally-restored-painting-spotlights... 

Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition 5/29/2021 Renowned art historian, 
photographer and filmmaker, Benoy K. Behl, has unveiled one of the earliest surviving paintings that he 
clicked in a Hindu temple, spotlighting Indias lesser-known art tradition rooted in antiquity. 

 
Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition 

https://www.prokerala.com/news/photos/key-digitally-restored-painting... 

Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition .... Sat, May 29 2021 13:27 IST . Edit. Key 
digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition. 
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Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition ... 

https://dailynews.uitvconnect.com/key-digitally-restored-painting... 

Key digitally restored painting spotlights India’s ancient tradition. Key digitally restored painting spotlights 

India’s ancient tradition ..... The 6th century CE , clicked by Behl in 2001 was digitally restored recently. It is 
now being preserved in the Arctic World Archives (AWA) by Sapio Analytics. The AWA is a facility for data 
preservation, located in the Svalbard archipelago on the island of … 

 
Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition 

https://www.uitvconnect.com/newspaper/key-digitally-restored-painting... 

Renowned art historian, photographer and filmmaker, Benoy K. Behl, has unveiled one of the earliest 
surviving paintings that he clicked in a Hindu temple Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's 
ancient tradition 

 
Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition ... 

www.andhravilas.net/en/Key-digitally-restored-painting-spotlights... 

Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition. With China on the backfoot in the 
perception war, India needs to step up its game in Africa. India's Covid recovery crosses 90%, active 

 
 

Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition ... 

www.andhravilas.net/en/Key-digitally-restored-painting-spotlights... 

Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition. With China on the backfoot in the 
perception war, India needs to step up its game in Africa. India's Covid recovery crosses 90%, active 
caseload slides to 22L. 56% of Indian families report Digestive Health issues, reveals survey. Read More From 
This Category 

 
Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient ... 

https://www.prokerala.com/news/photos/free-photo-key-digitally... 

Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition Sat, May 29 2021 13:00 IST 
 
 

 
Daijiworld 

 

 
Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition ... 

https://daijiworld.com/news/newsDisplay?newsID=838058 

29/05/2021 · Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition. New Delhi, May 29: 
Renowned art historian, photographer and filmmaker, Benoy K. Behl, has unveiled one of the earliest 
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Prokerala 

Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition 

https://www.prokerala.com › News › Photos 
 

29-May-2021 — Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition. Published on Sat, May 

29 ... ancient tradition. 3 / 3 . Latest News Videos:. 

 
 

https://www.prokerala.com/news/photos/key-digitally-restored-painting-spotlights-india-s-ancient- 

tradition-2974486.html 
 
 

Indusprism 
 
 

Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ... - Indus Prism 

https://indusprism.com › National 
 

29-May-2021 — Key digitally restored painting spotlights India's ancient tradition · Live experience doesn't 

always translate in virtual events: Roshan Abbas. 

https://indusprism.com/national/key-digitally-restored-painting-spotlights-indias-ancient-tradition/ 
 

Ajantahc 

 
Key digitally restored painting spotlights India’s ancient tradition ... 

https://ajantahc.com/key-digitally-restored-painting-spotlights-indias... 

29/05/2021 · Key digitally restored painting spotlights India’s ancient tradition. 1 day ago. Ajanta. Add 
Comment .... Behl also released a paper titled “Earliest Surviving Hindu Painting & Tradition of Ancient 
Indian Painting”, which too will be preserved in AWA. ..... that a tradition existed that pre-dated Ajanta. In 
fact, most studies and courses see medieval India as the fount of India’s painting tradition. 

 
Preserving world-famous Ajanta Cave paintings using AI - News … 

 

https://newschant.com/lifestyle/preserving-world-famous-ajanta-cave... 

08/04/2021 · Home/Lifestyle/ Preserving world-famous Ajanta Cave paintings using AI. Lifestyle Preserving 
world-famous Ajanta Cave paintings using AI. April 8, 2021. This initiative by the Mumbai-headquartered 
Sapio Analytics, an information administration … 

 
AI to digitally preserve world-famous Ajanta Cave paintings - The … 

https://www.thehitavada.com/Encyc/2021/4/9/AI-to-digitally-preserve... 

09/04/2021 · IN AN initiative that is unique in every sense of the word, artificial intelligence (AI) has now 
come to the aid of digitally preserving the world-famous, 2nd Century BC Ajanta cave paintings, so that 
they last for many lifetimes, safe from disasters of all kinds and for the benefit of generations to come. This 
initiative by the Mumbai-headquartered Sapio Analytics, a data management company, for the … 
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Revived by AI, Ajanta cave painting's 'future-leap' on ... - Daijiworld 

https://www.daijiworld.com/news/newsDisplay?newsID=824740 

17/04/2021 · News & Info : news@daijiworld.com City Office. First Floor, Divya Deepa Arcade, Bendorewell, 
Kankanady, Mangalore - 575 002 Karnataka India Telephone : +91-824-4259372 Franchise Office. Kishoo 
Enterprises, 3rd Floor, Mandavi Trade Centre, Kadiyali, Udupi – 576 102 ... 

 
 

Revived by AI, Ajanta cave painting's 'future-leap' on Svalbard ... 

https://www.sify.com › news › revived-by-ai-ajanta-cav... 
 

17-Apr-2021 — Sify.com · News · National; Revived by AI, Ajanta cave painting's 'future-leap' on Svalbard 

Isle. Revived by AI, Ajanta cave painting's ... 

 
Revived by AI, Ajanta cave painting's 'future-leap' on Svalbard ... 

https://www.bhaskarlive.in › revived-by-ai-ajanta-cave-... 
 

17-Apr-2021 — “There are roughly 650 sq mts (or, 10,00,000 sq. in.) of paintings in 30 caves, with 

four caves considered ground-breaking in terms of their artistic ... 

 

Revived by AI, Ajanta cave painting's 'future-leap' on Svalbard Isle 

https://www.prokerala.com/news//photos/revived-by-ai-ajanta-cave... 

17/04/2021 · Revived by AI, Ajanta cave painting's 'future-leap' on Svalbard Isle Prokerala Login Go. Home; 
Sports; Movies; Entertainment; Photos; National; International; Videos; Business; Kerala; Health; 

 
Revived by AI, Ajanta cave painting’s ‘future-leap’ on Svalbard Isle ... 

https://flipboard.com/article/revived-by-ai-ajanta-cave-painting-s-future-leap-on... 

Revived by AI, Ajanta cave painting’s ‘future-leap’ on Svalbard Isle bhaskarlive.in - Bhaskar Live • Now By 
Quaid Najmi Mumbai, April 17 | When India was grappling with the Covid-19 crest in mid-2020, an ancient 

 

 

Frozen in time: A queen, her attendants and a new way to save art ... 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/lifestyle/art-culture/frozen-in-time-a... 

2 days ago · art culture Frozen in time: A queen, her attendants and a new way to save art The oldest known painting of the Hindu 

tradition is being preserved at the Arctic World Archive. Photographed and... 
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